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LEARN TO GET ALONG WITH WILDLIFE

On 26 September, WUR opened the
Agro-ecology and Technology Test
Location near Lelystad. The key
question for this trial centre is how
to create a form of arable farming
that is nature-friendly, climate-neutral and productive.

 C
 rop farmers are not always happy with wild boar. Simple measures can help, says
Susan Boonman.

cy.’ Boonman calls this dynamic
wildlife management. ‘Adapt to
what nature does, and our response to that.’
Getting along with wild animals also requires an end to Dis-

neyfication, says Boonman. ‘Wild
animals are not Disney characters.
They are wildlife and we should respect that. ‘They are living, learning creatures, not cuddly objects.’
RK

CONSUMERS PREFER LIGHT PRODUCTS IN BRIGHT PACKAGING
Light products are often presented in pale blue packaging. Not the
best choice, discovered PhD candidate Irene Tijssen of Human
Nutrition. Consumers associate pastel colours with
health, but don’t find them as appealing as bright
colours such as red or orange.
In collaboration with the
Netherlands Organisation for
Scientific Research (NWO),
Unilever and FrieslandCampina, Tijssen investigated how you
can make healthy products more
attractive, thus making the
healthy option the easier option
too. ‘You can tell people what is
healthy, but we know that they
don’t generally behave accordingly. So we
especially
want to see
how we can

make sure people make healthier
choices, without necessarily emphasizing the health benefits.’
Tijssen got participants to play
a computer game in which they
had to connect various colours
with certain words with attractive
and unattractive meanings. It
came out that people found warm,
bright colours more attractive.
Tijssen also scanned participants’
brains to see what happened there
as they evaluated the packaging.
‘We saw more activity in the reward centre in the brain when people looked at the packaging in
warm, bright colours.’ She also
tested whether the packaging influences what people thought of
the taste, but that turned out not
to make a difference.

Tijssen has one reservation
about the study. Most of the participants were Wageningen women
whose health awareness is above
average. ‘Of course I would have
preferred to have a more representative group, but I don’t think
that makes the results less valid. In
fact, we would expect an even
clearer effect. Because we think
that people who are less
health-conscious choose food
mainly for its taste, and are therefore even more put off by products
that are promoted as healthy, as
they are thought to be less tasty.
Whereas people who are already
health-conscious are also influenced by other information on the
label.’ TL

WUR’s new research centre combines
studies of healthy soil management
with the benefits of crop diversity in
the fields. The centre wants to ‘use the
self-regulating capacity of ecology in
agriculture,’ researcher Wijnand Sukkel of the Field Crops department at
Wageningen Plant Research told interested farmers and nature organizations at the opening ceremony.
WUR stopped deep ploughing nine
years ago on part of the experimental
farm on Elandweg in the Flevopolder.
Instead, the scientists have been experimenting with superficial ploughing and non-inversion tillage. The
main benefit is that the organic content of the soil has increased substantially. That is why the WUR arable
farmers now need much less fertilizer
to achieve the same yields.
The second theme for the research
centre is making use of crop diversity.
WUR uses mixed cultivation, with
strips of potatoes, sugar beets, onions,
carrots, wheat, clover and flowers.
Such mixed cultivation is good for bio-
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‘Lots of battery eggs in
pasta, bread and cakes’

diversity because there is always food
for insects. That means fewer diseases
and pests because the pests’ natural
enemies are better able to survive.
Yields do not suffer either, at least as
long as you grow the right combinations of crops next to one another.
That is one of the areas the applied research is concentrating on.
Dutch farmers are keen on monoculture, but mixed cultivation is more
productive, argued Niels Anten, professor of Crop and Weed Ecology. A literature study showed that mixed cultivation needs 35 percent less land on
average for the same yield. That is because the plants benefit from one another in obtaining nutrients. There are
also fewer weeds, diseases and pests.
However, farmers cannot easily
turn these benefits into profits. If each
strip of land has a different crop, farmers can no longer use a standard approach to work the land, fertilize it, irrigate it, control disease and harvest.
Each strip needs its own regimen.
That is why GPS and precision agriculture are essential elements in
agro-ecological arable farming.
Drones and robots can be used to assess the weed situation and do the
hoeing. ‘We don’t want to go back to
the days of the Potato Eaters,’ said Anten, referring to Vincent van Gogh’s
painting from 1885. AS

Battery cages aren’t allowed here for animal welfare reasons but increasing numbers of cheap battery eggs are being
imported into Europe from Ukraine. Not
only does this mean unfair competition for
European poultry farmers, but European
consumers are also eating more battery
eggs than they realize, says poultry economist Peter van Horne of Wageningen
Economic Research.
Why are imports from Ukraine increasing?
‘The battery eggs and products made from battery eggs
that are imported into the EU often come from the US
and India. But Ukraine has become more important in
recent years. Keeping chickens is really cheap for them
because all the feed is grown there. Labour costs are also
incredibly low and poultry farmers don’t have to comply
with strict regulations. As a result, Ukrainian eggs are 25
percent cheaper. On top of that, the egg prices were
higher in the Netherlands in the first half of this year because of the fipronil crisis. So buyers have been looking
elsewhere.’
Dutch poultry farmers are fed up.
‘That is understandable. They have to stick to all kinds
of rules on animal welfare, the environment and food
safety, whereas other countries that don’t have these
rules produce cheap battery eggs and are still allowed to
export to Europe. The EU realizes this is a problem and
it uses import tariffs to protect the European market.
But the EU also wants to trade with Ukraine and they
agreed a free trade deal a couple of years ago. One of the
agreements was that Ukraine would be allowed to export
3000 tons of eggs without import tariffs. In exchange, we
send cars and machinery to them. As an economist, I’m
in favour of free trade, but in the case of chickens and
eggs this does not create a level playing field.’
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Boonman says current wildlife
management is inflexible, static
and based on control. ‘It’s numbers policies founded on assumptions about the availability of food
and risk of conflicts. That leads to
a desired number of animals and
anything above that gets shot. But
boars, wolves and bears are not
objects; they are individuals with
brains and the capacity to learn.
You can teach wild animals where
they can and can’t go.’
Boonman studied the management of wild boar in the Veluwe
and black bears in the Rocky
Mountains. Bears sometimes enter villages and houses in search

of easy-to-obtain food. According
to Boonman, you can prevent that
with simple measures. ‘Make sure
the waste is stored away properly,
for example. Don’t plant
fruit-bearing trees in the middle of
your town or village. In short,
think like a bear.’
Or to put it in Veluwe terms,
think like a boar. ‘Wild boar like
grass. You could cultivate grassland in certain areas where you
want the boar to go. That would be
appealing for both the boar and
tourists. There is not a single universal solution. But we actually
know far too little about wild boar.
If we had more knowledge, we
could key into their behaviour
more specifically.’
Boonman says this requires a
different approach first, one that
is not based on culling and erecting fences. ‘We need to discuss
how we can let the wild animals
live. It may not always be possible
to avoid culling, but that should
not be the starting point for a poli-
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We need to fundamentally
change our approach to wild animals. Wildlife management
should be based on getting along
together rather than control.
That means learning to think like
animals, says Susan Boonman in
her doctoral thesis Rethinking
Wildlife Management.
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TESTING GROUND FOR
NATURE-FRIENDLY FARMING

 It turns out pale blue is not the best choice for light products.

Can consumers do anything?
‘Ukrainian eggs are imported as egg products that are
processed in sauces, pasta, bread and cakes, for instance. Consumers don’t have a good overview of that,
and you can’t expect them to read every product label to
see whether it contains
free-range eggs. Retailers
need to sort this out but
it’s tricky for supermarkets too with thousands
of different products.’
TL

 Researcher Marleen Riemens explains agro-ecological crop protection.
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